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This is Tiddles and Teddy. Tiddles is the

monkey on the left with the smart

jacket and banana. And Teddy is the

monkey to the right with the bonking

stick and hanging upside down. And in

between them its their leader Mr

Mighty Gorilla the only gorilla in the

tribe of monkeys.

Now you might think these are 2

ordinary cheeky monkeys but NO! They

have been on many adventures. This one

is especially adventurous. As you can see

the chief is very angry with these 2 for

steeling his banana and is chasing them

to get it back.

So you might be wondering why they

have stopped chasing each other. Well

they just stumbled into a magical portal

and next to it was a bag of gold rings

which if you throw them the air makes

a magic portal to a different land.

Now behind these rings the monkeys

heard something. The king of all apes

the legendary Hong Kong and his army

plotting to take over the world.

When the monkeys and gorillas spot the

3 they tell them their plan of corse Mr

Mighty Gorilla didn’t  agree and that’s

when he gave Mr Mighty Gorilla 2

options. It was an arm wrestle or war.

It was a bad decision but he knew Hong

Kong 100,000s would win. They had to

prepare for war. But I bet you didn’t

know this. Tiddles is actually a monkey

jenius he gets full marks on his tests

and he had a plan. So they jumped into

the portal because they saw a karate

school for monkeys.

At this karate school they mastered
every last move and after a couple of
weeks they had mastered every belt
there is. So they said good by to the
Master and went back and taught every
monkey in their tribe how to do karate.

1 month later it was time and lets just
say the monkeys won by doing a fling
alok at King Kong right in the belly and
it wounded him. He fell to his knees and
accepted his defeat.

Tiddles and Teddyby Lottie age 9
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A MOONLIT FOREST
By Beatrice Age 9

The moon shone down through the icy leaves of a forest. The frosty grass shone like diamonds,

as a cold chill swept through the dark, mysterious woods. Someone was watching the moon

that night with his big round eyes like pools of deep, deep ice. His pale blue scales were soft

and cold. The moon, which was glowing bright like a lightbulb, beamed on his green glowing

tail. He knew he was safe. Or was he...

The wind rustled the leaves on the old oak tree. The Manderanium dragon was awake. Once

every year the normal forest becomes enchanted. All the magical

creatures awaken just like the Manderanium dragon. For example, the neon blue pixies or the

phoenix whose feathers are as red as blood. If anyone was to go to those woods on that

night their eyes would open to a brand new world.

Let me introduce you to Hunter. He is a greedy man who gets everything he wants. Well, this

time he was not getting away with it. One dark stormy night, last year Hunter was looking out

of his window when he saw a huge shadow rise out the forest. You see, Hunter has all the

magical beasts in the world. Well he thought he had. All except the Manderanium dragon.

Hunter had a plan.

Hunter set of to capture the rare creature he was missing. On this magical day the

Manderanium dragon was always on the lookout. Using his huge round eyes, which were a

crystal-clear blue, he could see for miles in night-vision. Hunter had no clue the rarest

creature in the world was staring straight at him. As quiet as a mouse the Manderanium

dragon dodged from tree to tree hurrying away from Hunter. Hunter had a plan though. He

would burn down the forest until he got what he wanted. Behind him the phoenix rose from

the flaming forest. Its eyes a glowing orange as it spiraled up into the cloud.

Smoke rose into the dark night sky as the Manderanium dragon stumbled at the edge of a

cliff. Behind him stood Hunter smiling at his victory. Out of no wear a huge net grasped tight

to the torn wings of the Manderanium dragon. The force of the net flung the dragon off the

edge of the cliff. The dragon struggled with all its might to get out of the net but it was too

late. He had plummeted into the icy cold waters.

That night the moon beamed down on the frozen river. Hunter thought it was all over. He had

won the battle. He looked down to see a faint glow underneath the ice. Suddenly the dragon

crashed through the thick layer of frozen water, shooting into the sky. His scales on his back

glowed blue and his huge eyes were glaring at Hunter. The Manderanium dragon sawed down

and grabbed Hunter flinging him into the frozen river. From that day on the creatures of the

forest were safe and Hunter was never to be seen again. The moon shone down on the forest

that night and every one was safe. well all except Hunter who was held prisoner in the

mermaids palace at the bottom of the lake.
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my Cat by Eve age 8

Silly Island
by Iris age 5

The Island go, the island stop. 

Come on lets go 

island stop island go. 

What a silly island go go go! 

Silly Island can't you stop. 

Come and see 

to come to tea, 

Silly Island come to tea, 

can you be normal 123 

count the tea 123 

go to sleep 

silly island stop.

Word Search by Eve age 8
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